A biomechanical model of the lumbosacral joint during lifting activities.
A biomechanical model of the lumbosacral region was constructed for the purpose of systematically studying the combined stresses and strains on the local ligaments, muscles and disc tissue during sagittal plane two-handed lifting. The model was validated in two ways. The first validation was a comparison of experimental study results with model predictions. In general predictions compared very reasonably with observed values of several authors with the exception of strain predictions on the articular ligaments. Second, a sensitivity analysis was performed over a wide range of lifting tasks. The predicted stress/strain values followed anticipated patterns and were of reasonable magnitudes. On the basis of the results of the sensitivity analysis it was concluded that typical lifting tasks can lead to excessive disc compressive forces, muscle moment generation requirements, and possibly lumbodorsal fascia strains. Conversely, annulus rupture of a healthy disc due to overstrain appears very unlikely.